2825... STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER (APPOINTMENTS)
2725... TACKETT, DEEMA (NURSING)
2800... TECH SUPPORT (FORMERLY HELP DESK)
2792... TESTING CENTER - HILLSBORO (JACOB BICE)
4792... TESTING CENTER - MT. ORAB (MARILYN JONES)
2520... THACKER, DARLENE (ADMIN. ASSISTANT)
2671... TOLEN, ROBIN (ADMIN ASST, PRESIDENT)
2616... THOMPSON, AMANDA (REGISTRAR)
2703... TRANSCRIPT REQUEST LINE
4560... TRUCK DRIVING ACADEMY
3678... TUMBLESON, JEFF (BUSINESS)
3675... WALLACE, JEFF (ENGLISH)
6640... WHITTEN, LISA (SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY – OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT)
5510... WISE, JESSICA (DEAN, INSTRUCTIONAL OPERATIONS AND INTERIM DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS)
3520... WORKFORCE DEV. & COMMUNITY SERVICES
3679... WORPENBERG, BILL (MATHEMATICS)
2790... ZILE, CATHY (LMS ADMINISTRATOR)

CAMPUS DIRECTORS
BROWN………………………….PEGGY CHALKER
CENTRAL…………………………JEFF MONTGOMERY

TOLL-FREE 1-800-628-7722 (ALL CAMPUSES)

CENTRAL CAMPUS
LOCAL 937-393-3431
FAX 937-393-6525 AOC & YMCA PATRI-TOTS
FAX 937-393-9831 BUSINESS. OFF. & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
FAX 937-393-6682 RECORDS/FINANCIAL AID & COMMUNICATIONS
FAX 937-393-9370 SIMULATION LAB
FAX 937-393-2358 PRESIDENT
FAX 937-840-0162 NURSING

BROWN CAMPUS
LOCAL 937-444-7722
FAX 937-444-7800 DIRECTOR
FAX 937-444-7790 TDA

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
1-866-724-6650 Opt. 2 – MSDS HOTLINE
1-866-724-6650 CHEMICAL SPECIALIST